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Affine Curves on Which Every Point Is a 
Set-Theoretic Complete Intersection 
EDWARD D. DAVIS* 
AND 
We consider here those reduced and irreducible affine algebraic curves on 
which every point is the set-theoretic complete intersection of the given curve 
and a hypersurface. These curves, for historical reasons explained in 
Section 1, are called “prefactorial.” Our joint research in this area stems 
from our common interest in a certain result due to Mm-thy and Pedrini 
1121: over algebraically closed ground fields of characteristic 0, prefactorial 
curves are necessarily rational and nollsingular. Presented here are the 
results of our efforts to understand prefactoriaIity in the absence of 
“algebraically closed” and/or “characteristic 0.” 
Our methods are mainly algebraic, depending largely on an analysis of the 
‘grayer-Vietoris sequence of the conductors’ (as in 112)) and on certain 
“well-known”’ arithmetic-geometric facts which we learned from a paper of 
Rosen [16j (and which seem not to be so readily avaitable elsewhere in the 
literature). It is also of interest to examine pr~fa~toriality from the viewpoint 
of the classical theory of aigebraic curves: Section 4 contains some of the 
product of our tllinking along those lines. 
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We find that “weak prefactoriality” (definition in Section 1) is a birational 
property jointly enjoyed or not by all nonsingular afftne models of a given l- 
dimensional function field. However, prefactoriality itself is more subtle. 
depending on that birational property, the configuration of the points at 
infinity, and the nature of the singularities of the given curve. (See Section 2 
for detailed statements of the results.) As far as prime characteristic is 
concerned, this paper leaves little further to be said about (reduced and 
irreducible) prefactorial curves, per se; and the same is true for characteristic 
0 if the ground field is not an algebraic number field. There remains the 
interesting problem of classifying, more precisely than is done here, the set of 
all prefactorial curves sharing a common function field over an algebraic 
number field. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Conuentions and Fixed Notation 
K always denotes a function field of dimension 1 and k always denotes the 
field of constants of K; that is, K is finitely generated over k. 
tr. dg.(K/k) = 1, kn K = k. (As usual, the overbar denotes “algebraic 
closure” for fields, and “integral closure” for rings which are not fields.) A 
model of K, or simply “model” if the function field is clear from context, is a 
reduced and irreducible scheme of finite type over Spec(k) having K as its 
function field. (Loosely speaking then, such a model is a complete or affine 
algebraic curve over k with function field K. We avoid “curve” in the formal 
definition in order not to conflict with the convention that the function field 
of a curve is required to be a regular extension of the ground field, or even 
that the ground field is required to be algebraically closed.) Z(K), and often 
simply Z, denotes the unique complete nonsingular model of K, its “Zariski- 
Riemann surface.” Given a model X, X denotes its normalization, C, its 
conductor divisor, and I, the set of points at infinity with respect to X: C,Y is 
the divisor on X defined by the conductor of X with respect to X; I,, is the 
complement in Z of 2. (Recall that every nonsingular model is an open 
subscheme of Z.) “Point” always means “closed point.” For x a point of X, 
k(x) denotes the residue field of /“x.x: and for anyf E /“u,-,f(x) denotes the 
residue class off in k(x). For X affine. P(x) denotes the maximal ideal of 
F(X) corresponding to x; whence /“,.,Y = y(X),,,, and k(x) = T(X)/P(x). 
Recall that the complement in a model X of a nonempty finite set of points 
S. has the structure of an aftine model; we denote this model by X ~ S. 
Specifically, X - S = Spec(A), where A = n {r;i ,.~ : x @ S}. (In fact, every 
afftne model is uniquely of the form X - S, where X is complete and S 
consists of simple points.) 
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(Geometrically) Unibranch Models 
A point x of a model X is said to be unibranch provided that the integral 
closure off,, ); , is local, i.e., there is only one point, say X, on X lying over x: 
x is said to be geometrically unibranch if, in addition. k(P) is purely 
inseparable over k(x). A model is said to be (geometrically) unibranch 
provided that each of its points is (geometrically) unibranch. Whenever x is 
a unibranch point of a model, especially a simple point. ,U denotes the point 
of the normalization lying over x. 
(Weakly) Prefactorial Models 
A point x of a model X is said to be a set-theoretic complete intersection 
(on X) provided that there is f E y(X) such that {y E X: f(y) = O} = {-Y). 
(NB, since F(X) = k if X is complete, a complete model has no such points; 
i.e., our definition conflicts with the usual notion for projective curves. We 
prefer to allow this conflict because the focus of this paper is afine models. 
in which case our definition coincides with the usual one, and because our 
definition avoids the necessity for a clumsy circumlocution in the statement 
of Corollary 3.5.) A point x of an affine model X is a set-theoretic complete 
intersection if and only if P(x) is the radical of a principal ideal: whence 
every point of X is such if and only if f(X) is what Abhyankar has called a 
prefactorial ring (I]. For this reason we say that a model is prefactorial 
provided that it is afftne and each of its points is a set-theoretic complete 
intersection. The study of prefactoriality leads to the consideration of a 
weaker form of the property: a model X is weakly prefactorial if it is aftine 
and there is a finite set S consisting of simple points of X such that X - S is 
prefactorial. 
The Class Group 
The “degree 0 class group of the function field K” is denoted b:y C(K): 
C(K) = divisors on Z of degree 0 mod linear equivalence, or equivalently, 
the group of degree 0 divisors of K mod the subgroup of principal divisors. 
Two remarks about the class group will be of use to us. (In the sequel we use 
“rk” to denote rank of abelian groups.) 
1.1. REMARK. If k= k# r,,, then rk(C(K)) < co u C(K) = 0 <=> K is 
rational (i.e., K = k(t)). 
ProoJ: Since k = I?, C(K) is isomorphic as an abelian group to 
Jacobian (Z); and since k # F,,, the rank of the Jacobian is 0 or co 
according to whether K is rational or not. See the Appendix of j 16 1 or 
Section 7 of 113 ] for the relevant facts concerning the rank of the Jacobian. 
I .2. REMARK. The Mordell-Weil theorem implies: rk(C(K)) is finite if k 
is finitely generated over its prime field. 
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ProoJ: See ] 16 ] for the case in which K is a reguiar extension of k. Since 
we explicitly use only the case in which k is an algebraic number field, we do 
not give here the easy technical changes in the proof needed for the case in 
which k is algebraically closed in K, but I( is not a separable xtension of k. 
2. STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
Throughout this section X denotes an affrne model of our function field K. 
Proofs, sketches, or references for the fotlowing results are found in 
Section 3. In the sequel we denote “units” by *. 
2.1. PROPOSITION (F. K. Schmidt). For X = f and n = /Ix/ -.- I : 
(a) rk(C(K)) > n - rk(~{X)~/~*~ > 0. 
(b) X is weak~v pr~actor~al o rk(C(K)) i; co. 
(c) X is ~r~a~toriai x+ rk(C(K)) = tt - rk(~(X)~/~~). 
2.2. THEOREM (Well known j. If k = T,, then X is ~re~actorial. 
2.3. THEOREM. If char(k) # 0 and k# T,, then X is (~~~akl~) prefac- 
torial if and on& if X is geometricall~~ u~~br~~l~~l and 2 is (~~eukl~l} prefac- 
torial. 
2.4. THEOREM. 1 char = 0 but k is not an algebraic number field, 
then X is weakly ~re~actorial if and only ifX = x and rk(C(K)) is finite. 
2.5. THEOREM. If k is an algebraic number field, then: 
(a) X is bleakly ~re~a~torial if and onlv ly X is geo~~erricall~ 
u?~ibrail~h. 
(b) X is ~re~a~torial if and only if X is geometri~al~~~ unibra~~~h, 2 is 
prefactorial, and dirn~~(~(~)/~(X)} = rk(F(x)*/y(X)*). 
2.4. COROLLARY (Murthy-Pedrin~~ Orecchia). If k = &it FP, then the 
~oii5wi~g statements are equivalent : 
(a) X is prefa~tor~ai. 
(b) X is ~)eakl~ pre~actorial~ 
(c) X is rational and unibra~ch, no~si~gular if char(k) = 0. 
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~~~~rks. If k 1= k, then P(x) is factorial if and only if K is rational 
(true even if k = Fp). This was first proved by Cunnea [3J, and later, in a 
form valid for higher dimensional varieties by Home11 [7]. See Corollary 2.8 
for a supplement to the prime characteristic version of Corollary 2.6, and 
Corollary 4.12 for another generalization of Cunnea’s result for the case 
k = r3p. The characteristic 0 version of Corollary 2.6 was first proved, 
although less generally stated, by Murthy and Pedrini 1121. Corollary 2.6 is 
properly credited to Orecchia because, modulo the translation from geometry 
to algebra (see Proposition 3.1). Both Corollary 2.6 and its generalization to 
the case of reduced curves are direct corollaries of Section 3 of 115 1. 
Theorem 2.2 of Weibel’s paper [20] combines with Theorem 2.4 to show 
that the three assertions of Corollary 2.6 are equivalent if k = R, provided 
that “X is rational” is replaced by “genus(K) = 0.” However, in general one 
can deduce nothing about genus(K) from the prefactoriality of X alone. This 
is clear from Remark 1.2 if k is finitely generated over its prime field, and 
from Theorem 2.2 if i= Fp; but, as the following example shows, it is also 
the case for “large” ground fields. Given an arbitrary field k,, let k 5: k,,(t), t 
an indeterminate, and let X== Spec(k[u, v J), U” = L’“+’ + 1 (n > 0). Then 
F{X) is factorial, C(K) = 0, and genus(K) = n(rt -- 1)/2. 
2.7. NATURAL QUESTIONS" Given that rk(~(~)) is finite, can one 
describe more precisely all the prefactorial models of K? This question 
naturally resolves itself in two: 
(a) Can one describe more precisely ail the weakly prefactorial 
models of K? 
(b) Given a weakly prefactoria1 model X, can one describe all finite 
sets S consisting of simple points of X such that X - S is prefa~torial? 
Comments on 2.7. In view of Theorem 2.2, we may ignore the case in 
which k = jFp. The answer to (b) is a qualified “yes,” the qualification for the 
case in which k is an algebraic number field; but further discussion of (bf is 
best postponed unti1 after the proof of Corollary 3.5. As for (a), in view of 
Theorem 2.4, we may further restrict K so that in characteristic 0, k is an 
algebraic number field. Then by Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, (a) becomes merely 
the problem of identifying all the geometrically unibranch affine models of 
K. This is quite easy to do (for any K), and we will sketch the solution 
shortly. But first it is well to recall a well-known example, one of the primary 
motivating examples of this study, and one which sharply delineates the case 
distinctions described by Theorems 2.3-2.5. 
EXAMPLE (CUSPS). Let: K = k(r). k an arbitrary field; A = 
kit”, Pi’...., t2”-’ 1 (n > 1); X== Spec A. (In case n = 2, we have an affine 
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piece of the familiar plane cuspidal cubic, with the cusp at the origin and a 
single simple rational point at in~uity.~ In any case, since 6= klrl, X is 
geometr~caIiy unibranch, and the origin is its only singular point. One can 
elementarily show: the origin is a set-theoretic omplete intersection (cut out 
by the function t); in characteristic 0 no simple rational point of X is a set- 
theoretic complete intersection; in prime characteristic X is prefactorial. By 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, in characteristic 0. X is weakly prefactorial if and 
only if k is an algebraic number field. One can verify this directly in special 
cases. For example: if k = & elementary calculation shows that deleting a 
finite set of simple points from X cannot produce a prefactorial model; if 
k = :<4 and rt = 2, one easily shows that deleting any simple rationaf point 
results in a prefactorial model. (In the latter case one can actually work out 
by hand a precise solution to the problem of Question 2.7(b).) 
volition to the droller of question 2.7(a). We need only determine all 
the geometrically unibranch affine models of K. Fix a normal affine model 
M, and an ideal J of B = P(M), .I f 0, B. Let C denote the divisor on M 
defined by the ideal J. Now do a classical “D -c- M construction” 16 1. Let 
R := k t J. Then R= B, and the conductor of B with respect to R is J. 
Moreover, R is an affine k-algebra (e.g.. 118, p. 58 I); whence the set of H- 
subalgebras of B is exactly the set of afftne k-algebras with integral closure B 
and conductor containing J. That is, the canonical map B--f B/J establishes 
a bijection between this set of afftne k-algebras and the set of k-subalgebras 
of B/J. Replacing these affme k-algebras by their Specs then produces a 
bijection between the set of ~-subalgebras of B/J and the set of models X 
with 2 = M and C, < C. One easily verifies that such an X is geometrically 
unibranch if and only if P(X)/J contains F, the maxima1 subalgebra of R/J 
separable over k. Therefore we have a bijection between the set of F-. 
subalgebras of B/J and the set of geometrically unibranch models X such 
that 6= M and C,Y < C. Moreover. letting X,, denote the model 
corresponding to F, we see that for each such X, the morphism A4 -3 X,, 
factors through M--f X, i.e., X, is a “minimal model” for this set. Observe 
that if Y is a geometrically unibranch model. then by Nakayama’s lemma, 
C,(~)T)tk(~) : k(Jt)]inscp > L for every singular point 1’ of Y. So it may well 
happen that X, = M; but this will not be the case if C is “geometrically 
unibranch” in the sense that C(m)[k(m) : kIinsep > 1 for each m E supp(C). 
In that event. if x== M and fl (X) 3 P(X,), then C,Y = C if and only if the 
conductor of B/J with respect o /(X)/J is 0; and in particular, this is the 
case for X = X,. In sum, the set of geometrically unibranch models with 
normalization M and conductor divisor a prescribed geometrically unibranch 
divisor on iM, both has a unique minimal model and is “parametrized” by a 
well-dinned set of subalgebras of the O-dimensional F-aigebra B/J. A 
comment about the singularities of the minimal model of this set is in order. 
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Notice that J is a radical ideal of /‘(X0), whence the conductor of B with 
respect to fl(X,,) is a radical ideal of P(X,); and if k is perfect, no other 
model in the set has this property. These remarks motivate the following 
definition and yield Corollary 2.8, a supplement to the prime characteristic 
version of Corollary 2.6. 
DEFINITION (“CUSP”). A singular point ?’ of a model Y is said to be a 
cusp provided that 4’ is geometrically unibranch and the conductor of fF,r 
with respect to rv,v is the maximal ideal of F,..?. 
Observation. If k(y) = k(y), then the completion of /r, ,? is of the form 
k(y)] It”, t”+‘,..., t2”-’ ] 1, where n is the order of the conductor in the discrete 
valuation ring yF,,F. So over perfect ground fields this definition coincides 
with what one classically thinks of as a cusp. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Suppose char(k) = p # 0, and k = k# To. l-hen the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) X is prefactorial. 
(b) X is weakly prefactorial. 
(c) There exists a finite birational morphism X--t Y, where Y is a 
rational model, all singular points of which are cusps. (Moreocer. the model 
Y is uniquely determined by the requirement: C, = C, .) 
Remark. Cusps play an important role in Section 4, where they appear 
as singular points of certain “maximal models.” 
3. PROOFS AND SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS 
Throughout this section X is an afline model of our function field K, 
A = r(X), and C is the conductor of x with respect to A. Proposition 3.1 
translates the statements of Section 2 into statements about A, 2, Pit(A), 
and Pit(2). Henceforth we use this translation freely and without explicit 
comment; that is, at any given moment we use whichever interpretation of 
the statements of Section 2 that suits our convenience at that time. Whenever 
needed, Z = Z(K). 
3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) X is weakly prefactorial u rk(Pic(A)) < co. 
(b) X is prefactorial u rk(Pic(A)) = 0. 
ProoJ: Part (b), which is well known, is a consequence of the proof of 
(a): for we shall prove: 
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(i) If 5’ is a finite set of simple points of X such that K- S is prefac- 
torial, then rk(Pic(A )) < / S 1. 
(ii) If rk(Pic(A)) = r, then there is a set S of simple points of X such 
that /S/ = r and X - 5’ is prefactorial. In the course of the proof we use 
without explicit comment he fact, valid for an invertible maximal ideal P of 
a noetherian domain R, that P is the radical of a principal ideal if and only if 
some power of P is principal (i.e., the class of P is a torsion element of 
Pit(R) j. 
(i) Let 3 = Y(X - S). Let P & {P(x) :x E S} be an invertible maximal 
ideal of A. Then PA, nB is the radical of j& f E B. It then follows that 
fA = P” T^T {P(x)“(-‘) : x E 5’1, n > 0. Thus, mod&o the subgroup of Pic(A f 
generated by the classes of {P(x) : ,Y E Si, the class of P is a torsion element. 
Since Pie(A) is generated by the ciasses of its invertible maxima1 ideals, it 
foilows that rk(Pic(A )) < / S /. 
(ii) There is a set S of simple points of X such that / 5’1 = r, and such 
that modulo the subgroup generated by the classes of {P(x) : x E S}, Pi+) 
is a torsion group. Now read the argument just given in reverse to see that 
every invertible maximal ideal of B is the radical of a principal ideal. Let Q 
be a noninvertible maximal ideal of B and choose f E Q, but in no other- 
noninvertible maximal ideal of B. Thenfl = ZJ, where I is Q-primary and J 
is a product of invertible maximal ideals. Since some power of J is principal, 
that same power of I is a principal ideal and Q is the radical of that prin- 
cipal ideal. 
Sketch ~f~rouf of P~~~os~t~on 2.1. The following sketch is a calculation 
done implicitly in [ 1’71, and explicitly in both 19, 161; we refer the reader to 
Section 1 of [ 161 for complete details. Let C(K) --) Pit(A) be the map 
induced by the projection of the group of all divisors on Z onto the subgroup 
of divisors supported on Z - I,. The cokernel is a finite cyclic group, and 
the kernel is isomorphic to D/U, where D is the group of divisors of degree 0 
supported on Ix and U is a subgroup isomorphic to A “/k*. Since D is a free 
group of rank n, Proposition 2.1 follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The case in which X=X is ancient history, an 
easy consequence of finiteness of class number for global fields; and the 
general case foI1ows from the special case by a standard argument (see the 
remark immediately following the proof of Theorem 2.3). For a more general 
form of Theorem 2.2 see [211. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let G = (~/C~~/(A/C~~. There is an exact sequence, 
0 -t x*/A * -+ G -+ Pm(A) -+ Pit(x) --f 0. 
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Proof This sequence is a slight rearrangement of the “Units-Pi? 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of algebraic K-theory arising from the “conductor 
situation” (see [2, pp. 482-4831). 0 ne can also prove the exactness of the 
sequence directly and elementarily-the maps are the obvious ones. 
3.3. LEMMA. If X # f and X is (weakly) prefactorial, then f is (weakly) 
prefactorial and 
(a) k # Fp 3 X is geometrically unibranch, 
(b) Char(k)=O* [k:Q!] < co. 
ProoJ By hypothesis, rk(Pic(A)) is finite; whence by Lemma 3.2, 
rk(Pic(2)) is finite, and rk(Pic@)) = 0 if rk(Pic(A)) = 0. By Proposition 2.1, 
rk(x*/A *) is always finite. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, rk(G) is finite. Assertions 
(a) and (b) will be derived from the finiteness of rk(G). The direct sum 
decomposition of A/C induces corresponding direct sum decompositions of 
A/C and G; whence, without loss of generality, we assume that A/C is local, 
or equivalently, that X has exactly one singular point, say x. 
(a) Let Y denote the set of points of X lying over x, and let J denote the 
radical of x/C. The canonical map x/C + (@C)/J induces a surjection 
G + H = (0 {k(y)*: y E Y))/k(x)*, where k(x)* is diagonally embedded in 
the direct sum. Now H, which has finite rank, contains the subgroup 
k(x)*““/k(x)* 2 k(x)*‘Y’-‘. Since k is not algebraic over a finite field, 
k(x)* contains Q* or IF,(t)*, both of infinite rank (by unique factorization 
of rational numbers or rational functions). Thus, ) YI = 1, i.e., x is unibranch. 
(So X denotes the unique point of X lying over x.) Since H = k&):*/k(x) * 
has finite rank, and k is not algebraic over a finite field, it follows that k(f) 
is purely inseparable over k(x). (We defer the proof of this field-theoretic fact 
to Proposition 3.6.) So x is geometrically unibranch. 
(b) Continuing the notation of the previous paragraph, let P = P(x), -- 
P= P(f). By (a), z/PA is local, and A/P= A/P = k(x). It follows that 
Pzc P, for otherwise AF= A, by Nakayama’s lemma. Therefore G maps 
onto 1 + J/ 1 + J*, which, since J is a principal ideal, is isomorphic to k(x) ‘, 
the additive group of k(x). So /k(x) : al = rk(k(x)‘) < co. 
Proof of 2.3. Lemma 3.3 gives one implication. To prove the converse, 
observe that since X is geometrically unibranch, 2” c A for n a sufficiently 
high power of char(k). (Proof: Check it locally.) Hence both x*/A* and G 
are torsion groups; whence by Lemma 3.2, rk(Pic(A)) = rk(Pic(A)). This 
proves Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. Similarly one verifies that (A&)*/(~~)* is always a torsion 
group if k = Fp ; whence in this event both A*/A* and G are always torsion 
groups. So rk(Pic(A)) = rk(Pic@)) if k= rp; and in this case Pit(A) is 
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always a torsion group by finiteness of class number for global fields. Q.E.D. 
for Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of 2.4. Immediate from Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 2.1. 
Proof of 2.5. “Weakly prefactorial” 3 “geometrically unibranch” by 
Lemma 3.3. To prove the converse, first observe that by Proposition 2.1, 
rk@*/A *) is always finite, and that by Proposition 2.1 and Remark 1.2, 
rk(Pic@)) is finite. So to complete the proof of (a), it suffices by Lemma 3.2 
to prove “geometrically unibranch” * rk(G) < co. In fact we show rk(G) = 
dim,,(x/A). This will prove (b) as well as (a), for given this fact, (b) follows 
immediately from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
So assume that X is geometrically unibranch. For the moment assume also 
that X has exactly one singular point, say x. Then A/C has a filtration, I,, = 
A/C 2 I1 = P(x)/C 3 ... 3 I, = 0, Zi/Ij, , z k(x). Whence (A/C)*/k(x)* = 
1 + I, has a filtration, I + I, 3 ... 3 1 +I,= 1, 1 $ZJl +1;+,rk(x)*. 
Thus rk((A/C)*/k(x)*) = (n - l)[k(x): G[ = dim,,(A/C) - (k(x):I”lill. 
Likewise rk((x/C)*/k(x)*) = dim&/C) - [k(x) : 10 I. Hence rk(G) = 
dim,,,(&/C) - dim,::(A/C) = dim,,J(@C)/(A,/C)). Now drop the assumption 
that X has exactly one singular point. The formula for rk(G) just calculated 
remains valid because of the direct sum decompositions of A/C, x/C, G. 
Clearly dim,,((x/C)/(A/C)) = dim,,(A/A), so the proof is complete. 
Proof of 2.6. (a)*(b) a fortiori; and (b)*(c) by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, 
Proposition 2.1, and Remark 1.1. Now for (c) 3 (a). Rationality implies that 
C(K) = 0, and hence, by Proposition 2.1. that X is prefactorial. Therefore X 
is prefactorial, because X = 2 if char(k) = 0, by Theorem 2.3 if char(k) # 0. 
Proposition 3.4 is a step in addressing the problem posed in Question 2.7. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let R be a l-dimensional noetherian domain, and let 
P be a maximal ideal of R such that R, is a valuation ring. Let B = 
n (R, : Q # P). Then 
(a) for P not the radical of a principal ideal, B * = R *. 
(b) for P the radical of a principal ideal, there is f E P such that ecer?. 
unit of B is uniquely of the form af’ (a E R *, j E 1). 
Proof. (a) For b E B*: b E (R,)*, Q # P, and since R, is a valuation 
ring, we may assume that b E R, (otherwise replace b by b- ‘). So b E R, 
and b @ Q for any maximal ideal Q # P. If b & R *. then P is the radical of 
bR-a contradiction. 
(b) Let n be the least positive integer such that P” is principal, say 
P”=JR. Then B=R[f-‘1, and every b E B is uniquely of the form afj, 
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a E R -fl. If b E B*, then a 6? Q for any maximal ideal Q of R, Q # P. It 
follows that for b E B*, a E R*; for if a &R*, aR = Pm, rn < n-a 
contradiction of the choice of n. 
Remark. Let M be a complete model of K, and let I be any finite 
nonempty set of simple points of M. Since for any x E 1, F(M - (x))* = k*, 
it follows from Proposition 3.4 that P(M - 1)*/k* is a free group of rank at 
most 111 - 1. This is of course well known, e.g., see the proof of 
Proposition 2.1. The proof via Proposition 3.4 is inferior to the other in that 
it does not generalize to higher dimensional varieties; but it does provide a 
geometric description of the rank of c”(M - Z)*/k*, which we formulate in 
Corollary 3.5. First we need a definition to facilitate its statement and proof. 
We say that a finite set S of simple points of a model M satisfies property 
(+) provided that no member of S is a set-theoretic complete intersection on 
the model obtained by deleting from M all the other points of S. (Note: If S 
is empty, or if IS[ = 1 and M is complete, then S satisfies (+).) 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let I be a finite set of simple points of a model M of 
K. Let m = max(/Sj: S c I, S satisfies (+)). Then: 
(a) rk(/n(M- Z)*/k*) = rk(c”(M)*/k*) + lZl -m. 
(b) Zf M is complete, rk(P(M - 1)*/k*) = 1 II - m. 
ProoJ: Since /T(M) = k if M is complete, (a) implies (b). To prove (a), 
first observe the following immediate consequence of Proposition 3.4. 
(c) S satisfies (+) u (P(M - S)* = F(M)*. 
Now take S c 1, satisfying (+), so that /S / = m. By (c) and Proposition 3.4, 
every member of I - S is a set -theoretic complete intersection on M - S. 
Hence. by Proposition 3.4, rk((t(M - 1)*/k*) = rk(/T(M - S)‘k/k*) + 
iI- S/. Since by (c), P(M - S)* = F(M)“, the proof is complete. 
Conclusion of Comment on 2.7. Recall that for this discussion rk(C(K)) 
is finite and kf Fp. Then Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 3.5 combine to 
provide a description of all finite subsets S of Z such that 2 - S is prefac- 
torial. We offer this as a description of all the normal prefactorial models of 
K. By Theorem 2.4, if char(k) = 0 and k is not an algebraic number field, 
these are the only prefactorial models of K. If char(k) # 0, Question 2.7(b) 
concerning the weakly prefactorial model X is transformed via Theorem 2.3 
into the same question concerning X So the above observation coupled with 
the solution to Question 2.7a given in Section 2 provides in this case., too, a 
reasonably good description of all the prefactorial models of K. In case k is 
an algebraic number field, the status of Question 2.7b is not so satisfactory. 
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In that case it is not enough to make x prefactorial; one must also unravel 
the mystery of the equation in Theorem 2.5(b). Algebraically that means 
coming seriously to grips with the relationship between the groups G and 
~(~)*/~(~)* given by the Mayer-V~etoris equence of Lemma 3.2. A 
satisfactory solution must involve at the very least, not only the arithmetic of 
the residue fields at the singular points of X, but also a more refined analysis 
of the type of singularities involved. Examining the simplest possible cases, 
namely rational cuspidal models over Q (see the earlier part of this 
discussion in Section 2), one already glimpses the outlines of the wide range 
of complications possible. 
Finally, the meld-theoretic fact needed for the proof of Lemma 3.3. It is 
unlikely that this is a new result, but we have been unable to find it in the 
literature. 
3.6. PROP#SI~I~N. Let E c F be an extension of fields. Then the 
~0~1~~~~~ statements are eq~ival~~t~ 
(a) rk(F*/E*) < co. 
(b) rk(F*/E*) = 0. 
- 
(c) F = FP, or F is purely inseparable over E. 
Pruof. It is clear that (c} * (b) * (a). To prove (a) + (c) we assume that 
(c) is not the case, and show that for every positive integer , rk(F*/E*) > I’. 
If t E F is transcendental over E, then rk(~t~)~/E~) is infinite (,unique 
factorization of rational functions); so we may assume that F is algebraic 
over E. Then since (c) is not the case, by 1141, there exist in~niteiy many l- 
dim~nsionai valuation rings of E that split in F; let { V,,..., Y,\ be r distinct 
for such valuation rings of E. For each 1 < i < r, let 17~ and Wi be distinct 
valuation rings of F lying over Vi. For each i choose xi7 a nonunit in lJi. but 
a unit in each of the other 2r - 1 valuation rings of F under consideration. 
Claim: The cosets (x~E*,..., x,X* \ are rationally independent. Suppose 
n ($“‘\ = 4’ E E. If for some i, n(i) f 0, then J’ or J’ r is a nonunit in 
En cii = Yi c: Wi. This is impossible because each -‘ii is a unit in Wj. This 
proves the claim, and thereby shows that rk(F*/E*) > r. 
remarks. (b) =j (c) appears in Kaplansky’s paper 181, L. Avramov 
(personal communication) has also proved Proposition 3.6. 
4. Two RATIONALITY THEOREMS 
We now turn toward geometry, exploiting the idea of a “maximal model” 
and certain ideas from the classical theory of algebraic curves to obtain twa 
rationality theorems. The first, which concerns the set-theoretic omplete 
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intersection points on afftne models, is really a totally disguised result 
dealing with linear series on complete models. The second, which concerns 
“principal points,” may be viewed as another generalization of Cunnea’s 
theorem. (See remarks following the statements of Corollary 2.6.) 
DEFINITIONS. A model X is said to be maximal provided that every finite 
birational morphism Y 4 X is a normalization or an isomorphism. Given a 
finite morphism Y+ X, and x E X, we say that Y is residually separable 
(resp., residually rational) over x provided that for each ~1 E Y lying over x. 
k(y) is separable (resp., rational) over k(x). A point x is rational provided 
that k(x) = k. A point x of an affine model X is principal provided that P(x) 
is a principal ideal of /T’(X). Recall our convention: if x is a unibranch point 
of a model X, then X denotes the unique point of X lying over x. 
Observations. (1) An affine model X is maximal if and only if there is 
no ring properly between P(X) and f(X). 
(2) A maximal model can have at most one singular point. 
The following proposition demonstrates that the singularities of maximal 
models are of three very special types, and that over algebraically closed 
ground fields there are only the two familiar types, “node” and “cusp.” The 
word “seminormal” appears in the sequel, but only as a part of a label. 
Recall that we use the word “cusp” in a generalized sense defined toward the 
end of Section 2. 
4.1. PROPOSITION-DEFINITION. Let x be a singular point of a maximal 
model X. Then the conductor with respect to cr.., of its integral closure is its 
maximal ideal. Furthermore, 1 < Isupp(C,)( < 2, and there are: only two 
unibranch possibilities, “classical cusp” and “unibranch seminormal;” only 
one nonunibranch possibility, “node.” x is residually rational over x if and 
on& tf “node” or “classical cusp” is the case; in the case of “unibranch 
seminormal,” there is no Jield properly between k(x) and k(f), wlhen k(3) is 
separable or purely inseparable oner k(x). The three terms are dejined by 
these data and 
node: C,(y) = 1 for both y E supp(C.,.). 
classical cusp: C,,(X) = 2, 
unibranch-seminormal: C,(X) = 1. 
Consequently: if x is geometrically unibranch, then x is a cusp, either 
classical or seminormal; and in the seminormal case, Ik(.<) : k(x) 1 = char(k). 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that X is afftne. Let C 
denote the conductor of P(f) over P(X). 
Suppose X is not residually rational over x. Take any y E supp(C,.) such 
that k(y) # k( x ) , and let A = P(X) + P(y). Then A/P(y) n A = k(x) f k(y), 
whence, by maximality, A = p(X). Therefore, C = P(y) = P(x); x is 
unibranch; y = X. Let F be a field between k(x) and k(x), and let B be the 
ring between F(X) and p(x) such that B/P(Z) = F. Then since B is /T(X) or 
F(x), F is k(x) or k(Z). 
Suppose that X is residually rational over x and that x is 
unibranch. Then, by Nakayama’s lemma, P(x) c P(X)‘. Let A = 
F(X) + P(X)‘. Obviously A # /cy(T), whence A = f’(X). Therefore C = 
P(T)’ = P(x). 
Suppose that 2 is residually rational over x and that x is not 
unibranch. Take any y, z E supp(C,), y # z, and let A = F(X) + P(y) P(z). 
Then since P(y) nA = P(z) n A, A # P(X); so A = p(X), whence C = 
P(y) P(z), a radical ideal of F(f). It follows that C = P(x). 
All assertions of Proposition 4.1 follow immediately from these points 
we’ve just established. The next two items follow directly from 
Proposition 4.1 and/or its proof. The first is a crucial lemma in the proofs of 
both theorems of this section; the other is for creating examples. 
4.2. COROLLARY. Let x be a singular point of a model X. Then there is a 
finite birational morphism Y + X, where Y is maximal and has a singular 
point y lying over x. Moreover: 
(a) If x is not geometrically unibranch, and X is residually separable 
over x, Y--f X may be chosen so that y is not geometrically unibranch. 
(b) If x is geometrically unibranch, then y is a cusp; if in addition X is 
residually rational over x, then Y-X is uniquely determined, with J 
necessarily a classical cusp. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let Y be a normal model of K. In each of the 
following cases Y + X denotes a finite birational morphism, where X is a 
maximal model with singular point x. 
(a) Let y, and y, be rational points of Y. Then Y-t X is uniquely 
determined by the data, s~pp(C,~) = (y,, yz}. 
(b) Let y be a rational point of Y. Then Y-1X is uniquely determined 
by the data, supp(C,) = {y}. 
(c) Let y be a nonrational point of Y, and F # k(y) a maximal k- 
subalgebra of k(y). Then Y-t X is uniquely determined by the data 
supp(C,) = (y) and k(x) = F. 
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Standing Notation. Hereafter X denotes an affme model of K, .Z denotes 
Z(K), and I denotes I,. So 2 = Z - I. We need some further notation to 
describe a special situation that occurs at several points in the sequel. 
4.4. SPECIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION. For X a maximal model 
with singular point x, let A denote P(X), C the conductor of A- over A, 71 the 
canonical map A-+ A-/C. 
(a) C = P(x) by Proposition 4.1, whence z embeds k(x) in A/C. Let G 
denote the group (@C)*/k(x) *, and let 75 denote composition of z restricted 
to n- ‘((A/C)*) with the canonical map (z/C)* --t G. Let T be the .subgroup 
of G consisting of torsion elements mod %(A*). Since x*/k* is Jnitely 
generated, rk(T) < 03. 
(b) Suppose further that K is rational and I contains a rational point. 
Then A = k(t],,, 0 ff E k[tJ. For y a simple rational point of X, define 
n*(y) E G b?s: z*(y) = ir(t - t(y)). 
4.5. LEMMA. Given Assumption 4.4(a): 
(a) G is isomorphic to: k(x)* if x is a node; k(x) + tf x is a classical 
cusp; k(x) */k(x) *, with k(Y) separable or purely inseparable over k(x), 1f.r 
is unibranch seminormal. 
(b) If G has infinite n-torsion for some n # 0, then char(k) # 0, and x 
is geometrically unibranch. 
Proof (a) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1. Then (b) 
follows from (a) and the following elementary facts valid for any field F: F* 
has finite n-torsion; FC has no torsion if char(F) = 0; E*/F* has finite n- 
torsion if E is a separable finite algebraic field extension of F. 
4.6. LEMMA (cf. (20, Lemma 3.2)). Given Assumption 4.4b 
(a) z* is injective. 
(b) y is principal u n*(y) E ii@*). 
(c) y is a set-theoretic omplete intersection u rc*(y) E T. 
Proof. Observe: X* is not injective => n(t) E k(x) => t E A > A = A. 
Absurd. Now, P(y)” is principal e A*(t-t(y))“nA#aa 
f(t - t(y))” E %(A*). Hence (b) and (c). 
4.7. THEOREM. Given an affine embedding of X, denote by S(d) the set 
of rational points of X which are set-theoretic omplete intersections of X 
with hypersurfaces of the ambient affine space of degree d or less. Suppose 
there is an affine embedding of X and an integer d such that S(d) is infinite. 
Then: 
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(a) For J? = K& ,6 the purely inseparable closure of k, i? is a rational 
function field over k: (So if k is not perfect, C(K) is at worst a p-group, 
p = char(k).) 
(b) X is geometrically unibranch; X = 2 if char(k) = 0. 
(c) X is prefactorial. 
4.8. COROLLARY (cf. 120, Theorem 3.31). Assertions (a). (b), (c) of 
Theorem 4.1 are valid if X has uncountably many rational set-theoretic 
complete intersection points. 
4.9. COROLLARY (cf. [ 10, 19, 201). ff genus (K) # 0 and k = k; then 
S(d) is finite for every d and every affine embedding of X. 
Remarks. The corollaries are obviously immediate consequences of the 
theorem. Before going on to its proof, some comments about the sharpness of 
these results: 
(1) Even if k = k, Corollary 4.8 fails without “uncountably.” Most 
elliptic curves over C have countably many principal points: and in prime 
characteristic we have Bombieri’s examples of curves of any genus with 
countably many principal points. (See 15. Sect. 1 ] for a discussion of these 
examples.) But even with k = C and K rational, other assertions of 
Corollary 4.8, absent “uncountably,” may fail: see Examples 4.13 and 4.14. 
(2) Without “rational” all items of Corollary 4.8 may fail in a single 
example, even for k = R. Example 4.15 has uncountably many principal 
points each cut out by a line in 2-space, though not geometrically unibranch 
or rational. 
(3) Over imperfect ground fields the hypotheses of the theorem do not 
necessarily imply the rationality of K. Example 4.16 demonstrates that over 
any separably closed imperfect field of characteristic p there are counterex- 
amples of genus p(p - 1)/2. 
(4) “Geometrically unibranch” cannot be improved to “nonsingular” 
in characteristic p # 0: if k = k, every point of Spec(k[t’, t” I) is the zero 
locus of the function t* - a for a unique a E k. 
(5) “Prefactorial” cannot be improved to “p(x) factorial.” 
Example 4.16 provides prime characteristic examples, and the real l-sphere 
is an example in characteristic 0. (See [ 5] for the details of the latter 
example.) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1-Preliminary Observations. We require three 
consequences of the hypotheses of Theorem 4.7, in particular the “bounded 
degree” hypothesis, which we first translate into the following condition that 
does not depend on a specific embedding. 
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(BD) There is an infinite set S, consisting of rational simple points of 
X, and a finite dimensional k-linear subspace L of P(X), such that every 
point of S is cut out on X by a member of L; that is, given x E S, there is 
f E L such that P(x) is the radical of f/“(X), equivalently, (x) = (1~ E X: 
f(y) = 0). (Proof. Take for S the simple points of an infinite S(d), and for L 
the k-linear subspace of P(X) generated by the monomials of degree at most 
d in the coordinate functions on X.) 
From now on we assume that (BD) holds. Suppose for a moment that 
K = k(t). Then every nonzero element of K, as a rational function in f, has 
well-defined “numerator degree” and “denominator degree.” Since 1: is finite 
dimensional, 
(i) If K = k(t), then there is a bound depending only on L and t, on 
the numerator and denominator degrees of all nonzero elements of L. 
Now, since for any z E Z, the discrete valuation ring Y,.; contains k, we 
have 
(ii) For z E Z, (ord,(f): 0 # f E L} is a finite set. (If this is not well 
known or obvious to the reader, its proof is an elementary exercise in linear 
algebra, e.g., by regarding the elements of “/.; as power series over k.) 
Now there may be many members of L which cut out a given point x E S: 
distinguish one of them and call it f,. We can now state the three 
implications of (BD) required. The first is a special case of (i). 
(1) If K = k(t), then there is a bound depending only on t. on the 
numerator and denominator degrees of {f, : x E S {. 
The other two observations follow from (ii). There is a positive integer II, 
such that, after replacing S by a suitably chosen infinite subset, we may 
assume: 
(2) nx - nq’, for every pair (,Y, y} c S, 
(3) P(X)” = f,F (ii?), for every x E S. 
(As usual, - denotes linear equivalence of divisors on Z.) 
Prooj By (ii) we can replace S by an infinite subset so that for every 
z E I, x H ord,(f,) defines a constant function on S. Therefore, there is a 
divisor D, supported on Z, such that for every x E S, (JY) - nx + D, 
n = -deg(D) > 0. (As usual, (f) denotes the principal divisor defined by j) 
This proves implication (2) and also shows that P(f)” = jY,f”(x); i.e.. it also 
proves implication (3). Therefore, we can proceed with the proof of 
Theorem 4.7, assuming implications (2) and (3), with implication (1) ready 
for rational K. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Reduction to case of perfect ground field). Since 
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ker(C(K) + C(K)) is always a p-group (e.g., [ 16 I), as far as (a) is concerned, 
there is no loss of generality in replacing K by I?. Let 8= Spec(p(X)[/?]), 
whence 2 is an affine model of K and “(2) = P(X)[LJ. Now given any 
f E I? (resp., F(f)), f m E K (resp., l”(X)) for m a suitably high power of 
char(k). It follows immediately that: (BD) holds for d; 2 is geometrically 
unibranch if and only if X is; ,? is prefactorial if and only if X is. So as far 
as (b) and (c) are concerned, we may replace X by f. Thus we can assume 
from the start that k = k”, i.e., that k is perfect. 
(a) K is rational if two distinct points of Z are linearly equivalent; so we 
assume that for every pair of distinct points {x, ~1 c S, X and y are linearly 
inequivalent. Then since by implication (2), n(,? - 3) - 0, it follows that 
C(K) has infinite n-torsion. Now ker(C(K) + C(Kk)) = 0 because k is perfect 
(e.g., [ 16]), whence C(K&) has infinite n-torsion. This contradicts the well- 
known fact that C(Kk) z Jacobian has only finite n-torsion (e.g., Ill, 
P. 391). 
(b) Suppose x is a singular point of X. By Corollary 4.2. we may 
assume that X is maximal. We may also assume I contains a rational point. 
(Proof: replace X by X- (s}, where s is one of the infinitely many rational 
simple points of X; neither hypothesis nor conclusion is disturbed.) Then 
Assumption 4.4 applies; in particular 2 = k[tjr, 0 # f E k[tl. Given y E S, 
P(y)” =J,,A by implication (3), and P(p)” = (t - +))“A since y is rational. 
Therefore (t - r(v))” = uYuYfY, where u,. E k* and uY is a product of powers 
of manic irreducible factors off: (NB, “powers” allows for negative powers.) 
Since by implication (l), there are only a finite number of possibilities for 
C),. (n”(y)” : y E S} must be finite. But by Lemma 4.6, {rr*(>l) : .r E S} is 
infinite. It follows that G has infinite n-torsion, and so, by Lemma 4.5, that 
char(k) # 0 and x is geometrically unibranch. 
(c) Clear from (a), (b), and the results recorded in Section 2. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.7 and its corollaries; now we turn to our 
theorem on principal points. 
4.10. THEOREM. If C(K) is a torsion group and X has inj?nitely many 
rational principal points, then: 
(a) K is rational. 
(b) F(y) is factorial. 
(c) If X is also weakly prefactorial, and k is not an algebraic number - 
Jield, then X = X. 
4.11. COROLLARY. If k = FP and X has infinitely many rational prin- 
cipal points, then K is rational and p(X) is factorial. 
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4.12. COROLLARY (cf. [3, Corollary 4.21). If k = /;, then each of the 
following hypotheses implies that K is rational and c”(X) is factorial. 
(a) X is weakly prefactorial and has infinitely many principal points. 
(b) X is weak& prefactorial and char(k) = 0. 
(c) X has infinitely many principal points and k = F,,. 
Remarks. By Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, the hypotheses of 
Corollary 4.1 I imply those of all assertions of Theorem 4.10. Furthermore, 
Corollary 4.12 merely collects information contained in Corollary 2.6. 
Theorem 4.10, and Corollary 4.11. So it suffices to prove Theorem 4.10, 
which we shall do after a few comments on the necessity of its several 
hypotheses: 
(1) Certain elliptic curves over L and Bombieri’s examples in prime 
characteristic demonstrate the necessity of “torsion class group.” (See 15, 
Sect. I ] for details.) 
(2) Absent “rational points,” one cannot prove the rationality of K: 
see Examples 4.15, 4.16, and the examples described in the remarks 
following the statement of Corollary 2.6. 
(3) If either of its hypotheses fails, so may Theorem 4.10(c): see 
Examples 4.13 and 4.14. 
(4) The proof of Theorem 4.10(a) in fact shows that if X has infinitely 
many principal points of degree d, then Z is a d-fold (branched) covering of 
p’(k)-assuming of course that C(K) is a torsion group; but one cannot 
deduce rationality from this hypothesis: see comment (2). However, Fried 
141 has developed interesting results concerning the principal ideals--not just 
the prime ideals-of a given degree in 1’(X) for nonsingular curves over 
perfect ground fields. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. (a) Fix z E I. Because C(K) is a torsion group, 
for each y E Z, there are positive integers m, and n, such that m,, 1’ - nYz. So 
for a divisor D, supp(D) ~1, D - D’ + nz, where 0 <D’(y) < m,, 
~1 E supp(D’) c I - {z). (Clearly deg(D) and deg(D’) determine n.) Now for 
x a rational principal point of x, P is linearly equivalent to a degree 1 divisor 
supported on I, whence X- D’ + nz as above. Since there are only finitely 
many possibilities for D’, but by hypothesis, infinitely many such points ,Y, Z 
must contain distinct linearly equivalent rational points. It follows that K is 
rational. 
(b) The existence of a degree 1 divisor supported on I implies, by the 
Schmidt calculation, that C(K) + Pic(p(@) is surjective. (See proof of 
Proposition 2.1; for complete details, see 1161.) Therefore (a) implies (b). 
(c) Suppose X # X. Then char(k) # 0 by Theorem 2.4. For k# *<,, by 
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Theorem 2.3, X must be geometrically unibranch, whence so must be Y for 
any finite birational morphism Y --t X. By Corollary 4.2 then, we may 
assume that X is maximal, and geometrically unibranch if &+ ?,. As in the 
proof of Theorem 4.7(b), we may also assume that Assumption 4.4 applies. 
Now G is a torsion group by Lemma 4.5, whence its finitely generated 
subgroup if@*) must be finite. But by Lemma 4.6, n(x*) must contain the 
infinite set im(z*). Contradiction. 
Lastly, the examples cited in connection with Theorems 4.7 and 4.10. The 
exposition freely assumes Assumption 4.4. 
4.13. EXAMPLE (Classical cusp). For K rational, char(k) = 0, ~1 and z 
distinct rational points of Z. Y = Z - (z}, let X be the maximal model 
which, by Corollary 4.3, is determined by the data x= Y and 
supp(C,) = ( JJ}. Then: 
(a) X is weakly prefactorial = [k : 31 < co. 
(b) No rational simple point of X is a set-theoretic complete inter- 
section. 
(c) For S a finite nonempty set of rational simple points of X, X - S 
has infinitely many rational principal points. 
Proof. Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 give (a). Observe A= k\tJ. A* = k*, and 
C = (t - t(y))‘~. Evidently then T is the identity subgroup of G, im(z”) 
contains every element of G but the identity element, and G z k’. 
Lemma 4.6 then gives (b). To prove (c) note that since G has no torsion, 
and by Lemma 4.6, z* is injective, n*(S) generates a countably infinite 
subgroup, say H, of G. Applying Lemma 4.6 to X - S shows that 
z* -l(H) - S is precisely the set of rational principal points of X - S. 
4.14. EXAMPLE (Node). For K rational, k# FP, let Y be as in 
Example 4.13. Taking y,, y2 distinct rational points of Y, let X be the 
maximal model which, by Corollary 4.3, is determined by the data %= Y 
and supp(C,) = (y,, v2}. Then: 
(a) X is not weakly prefactorial. 
(b) X has no rational principal points. 
(c) The set of rational set-theoretic complete intersection points of X 
has the cardinality of the torsion subgroup of k*. 
(d) For suitably chosen finite sets S of rational simple points of X, 
X - S has infinitely many rational principal points. 
Proof. Since X is not geometrically unibranch by construction, it is not 
weakly prefactorial by Section 2. Now A= k[t], A* = k*. and C = 
(t - t(y,))(t - t(yz))x. Evidently then G 2 k*, %(A*) is the identity 
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subgroup of G, T is the torsion subgroup of G, and im(n*) contains every 
element of G but the identity element. Lemma 4.6 then gives (b) and (c). 
Since k* is not a torsion group, G contains finitely generated subgroups 
which are not finite. Let H be such a subgroup, and let S be a finite set of 
rational simple point of X such that n*(S) generates H. Then applying 
Lemma 4.6 to X- S shows that n* -l(H) - S is precisely the set of rational 
principal points of X - S. 
4.15. EXAMPLE (Unibranch seminormal). For k = IR, let K be 
nonrational of genus 0. (So k(z) = Q for every z E Z.) Take z E Z and 
y E Y = Z - (z}, and let X be the maximal model, which, by Corollary 4.3, 
is defined by the data x= Y, sup~(C,~) = (J,}, and C,V(y) = 1. Then: 
(a) X is not weakly prefactorial. 
(b) X is not geometrically unibranch. 
(c) There is an embedding of X in 2-space such that each of an 
uncountably infinite set of principal points of X is cut out by a line. 
ProoJ: X is not geometrically unibranch by construction; because X # 2, 
by Theorem 2.4, X is not weakly prefactorial. It is well known that K = 
k(u, v). q(u, v) = 0, where q is a real quadratic polynomial irreducible over 
(I‘. By a change of variables, we may assume that F(Y) = k[u, L’ 1 and 
u(y) = 0. Then for every real a. u - a generates a maximal ideal of r(Y), 
and u generates P(y), by construction, the conductor of P(Y) over y(X). It 
follows that F(X)=k+ uk[u, c] ==klu,uv]. So for OfuE k. u-a 
generates a maximal ideal of f(X). Hence (c). 
4.16. EXAMPLE (Genus drop). Given an imperfect field k of charac- 
teristic p, and p E k- k such that /3” = a E k, define K = k(u, t.) and X = 
Spec(k[u, u I), where up + ’ = up + a. Then: 
(a) genus(K) = p(p - 1)/2; K(P) is rational over k(/?). 
(b) X is nonsingular and prefactorial. 
(c) @2(K) = 0; C(K) = 0 ts F(X) is factorial. 
(d) No rational point of X is principal. 
(e) If 7 E k”, f((x)/(u - y) p(X) = kCp). 
(f) If k is separately closed, then the number of rational points of X is 
the cardinality of k. 
Proof For t = (ZJ +/Q/u: tp = u; K(j?) = k@)(t). So: kf’K = k, whence 
k is a ground field and X is a model of K; (k(P)[t])P c p(X), whence X is 
prefactorial; C(K) is the kernel of C(K) + C(K@)), whence p?(K) = 0 
because in any case the inseparability degree of the base extension 
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annihilates the kernel. Observe that k[u, II] is the extension of a factorial ring 
k[v] by the adjunction of a (p + 1)th root u of a prime element up + a; 
hence k( U, v] is integrally closed, i.e., X = z Notice that the one point at 
infinity with respect to X is rational, and so that by the F. K. Schmidt 
calculation-see proof of Theorem 4.10(b)-C(K) + Pic(“(X)) is an 
isomorphism; hence the second assertion of (c). Both (e) and (f) are obvious. 
And (d) will follow after we have proved the nonrationality of K, for any 
rational principal point must be linearly equivalent to the point at infinity- 
an absurdity when K is not rational. So it remains to calculate genus(K). 
Taking for the divisor D a positive multiple of the point at infinity, one can 
explicitly produce a basis for L(D) consisting of monomials in u and v. Then 
by taking deg(D) large enough, one can read off the genus from the 
Riemann-Roth formula. 
Remark. If k is not separably closed, then p(X) may be factorial, e.g., 
let k = k,(a), where CI is transcendental over k,. This is a special instance of 
the examples mentioned in the remarks following Corollary 2.6. 
A Final Comment. For the purpose of this comment we assume k = k. 
char(k) = 0, genus(K) > 1, and X = f. Bombieri has observed (see [ 5, 
Theorem 1.101) that Mordell’s conjecture is equivalent to the assertion: any 
such X has but finitely many principal points. In view of this observation 
and Theorem 4.7, we see that Mordell’s conjecture is equivalent to the 
assertion: given an affine embedding of such an X, the elements of F(X) 
which generate prime ideals must be expressible as polynomials in the coor- 
dinate functions of “bounded degree.” 
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